
An experimental Japanese interface to a systemicgrammar for generation of English auxiliary verbsGraham WilcockInformation System R&D Center, Sharp Corporation492 Minosho-cho, Yamatok�oriyama, Nara 639-11, Japan �July 1991AbstractThe paper describes an experimental graphical hu-man/computer interface. It shows a new approachto machine translation for monolinguals, whichsupports interactive foreign-language generationand post-editing.By making functional choices using bilingualmenus, Japanese users can interactively generateshort English sentences containing complex auxil-iary verb groups like \might have done", \oughtnot to be doing". The generated sentences canalso be revised under the control of the interface.The functional choices are speci�ed by a sys-temic grammar of the target language. The bene-�ts of using an interactive, functional approach inmachine translation are discussed.1 Introduction1.1 Machine TranslationThe motivation of the work is improved qualityof English output from Japanese-English machinetranslation systems. [Tsujii 86] sets out 3 prob-lems which machine translation research needs tosolve to achieve this improvement (here restrictedto Japanese-English):1. The de�nition of a set of factors of variousaspects of meaning (semantic, pragmatic, dis-course...) which collectively determine thesurface structure of English texts,2. The design and implementation of a methodfor generating the speci�c English text deter-mined by a given set of values of these factors,3. The investigation of methods for correctly de-ciding the values of these factors, includingnot only analysis of the Japanese source text�Present address: Centre for Computational Linguis-tics, UMIST, Manchester M60 1QD, England. E-mail:graham@ccl.umist.ac.uk

but also other methods, such as interactiveuser participation.1.2 Systemic Functional GrammarSystemic linguists have worked on problem 1 formany years, mainly applied to TEFL. I have takena small-scale published example from recent UKsystemic work on problems 1 and 2 as a startingpoint for an experiment on problem 3.[Fawcett 88] gives a convenient systemic mini-grammar for generation of English auxiliary verbs.By traversing the grammar network from left toright, making choices in each system, a set of val-ues of various factors is selected. The realiza-tion rules for the selected values then generate thestructures and words of the output sentence.A systemic grammar network provides a de�ni-tion of a set of factors of various aspects of mean-ing which collectively determine the surface struc-ture of English texts, as in Tsujii's problem 1. Therealization rules de�ne a method for generatingthe speci�c English text determined by a given setof values of these factors, as in Tsujii's problem 2.1.3 Implementation of the experi-mental interfaceTo investigate interactive user participation, as inTsujii's problem 3, I have developed a bilingualJapanese/English graphical X Window System in-terface for user interaction by pointing.There are two main reasons for using X Win-dow System. First, the user can make his func-tional choices very easily, simply by clicking themouse pointer on the desired menu item. Second,a summary of the selected feature values can itselfbe used as a menu, to allow easy revision of thechoices.In my implementation, the systemic grammarnetwork and realization rules are written in a sim-ple Prolog-based notation. The grammar net-work traversal and structure realization are per-1



formed by Prolog programs. The X Window Sys-tem menus and feature tables are implemented inthe C programming language. The mini-grammarused for this experiment is taken unchanged from[Fawcett 88].2 Using the interface2.1 To generate a new sentenceWhen starting to generate a new sentence, thegrammar network is entered at \situation" (see[Fawcett 88] for an explanation of how the gram-mar works). This leads to menus for 5 paral-lel systems (TRANSITIVITY, CONTINUINGPE-RIOD, MOOD, POLARITY, INFORMATION-FOCUS). Choices from all these menus will be re-quired, but subsequent menus are only presentedwhen previous choices lead to them. So the re-quests for functional choices are driven entirely bythe systemic grammar of the target language (En-glish).The menus which present the required func-tional choices to the user are in both Japanese andEnglish. The intended user is a Japanese speakerwith an inexpert knowledge of English. The menusinclude brief canned-text bilingual paraphrases in-tended to help the user make the right choice toexpress his or her communicative intent. See Fig-ure 1
Figure 1: An example menuWhen the grammar network traversal is �n-ished, the set of selected feature values is usedby the realization rules to generate the structuresand words of the English sentence. The generatedsentence is displayed (in English only) with a sum-mary table of the features which it realizes. Thesummary table shows the feature names in bothEnglish and Japanese. See Figure 22.2 Random generationAlternatively, the choices at each system choicepoint in the grammar network may be made prob-abilistically. In this mode, probability values writ-

Figure 2: An example sentenceten in the grammar network are used with randomnumbers to traverse the network. The randomlygenerated sentence is displayed with its featuresummary table, as in menu-driven generation, andcan be revised in the same way.A future possibility is a combination of prob-abilistic and menu-controlled feature selectionmodes, in which the machine will start to generatea stream of English sentences in the probabilis-tic mode. As the user gradually makes functionalchoices by menu, these will replace the probabilis-tic ones, and the stream of sentences will grad-ually become less random, and converge towardsthe expression of the user's communicative intent.Compare the multiple alternative translations ofAidtrans described in [Wood & Chandler 88].2



2.3 To revise an existing sentenceThe feature summary table may be used for iter-ative revision. It is an array of subwindows, soit can be used directly as a menu. Any featureto be revised may be selected simply by clickingon its subwindow with the mouse. The bilingualfunctional choice menu for this feature is then pre-sented again, and a new value for the feature maybe chosen from it.This choice may lead to further choices fromsubsystem menus, until the network traversal iscompleted. Then the realization rules generate anew sentence, which realizes the same features asthe old sentence, except for the changed featureand any subfeatures.For example, from the summary table in Fig-ure 2, the user might click on AGENTOVERT-NESS. The AGENTOVERTNESS choice systemwill then be entered and the Agent Overtnessmenu (Figure 3) will be presented.
Figure 3: The Agent Overtness menuIf the user selects covertagent instead of overta-gent, the network traversal is complete, so the re-alization rules will generate the revised sentence.It will be displayed with its summary table. SeeFigure 4.After the new sentence is displayed, another fea-ture may be revised. If the user clicks on SUB-JECTTHEME in the new summary table, theSUBJECTTHEME system will be entered and theSubject Theme menu (Figure 5) will be pre-sented.If the user now selects agentStheme instead ofa�ectedStheme, another revised version of the sen-tence will be generated. See Figure 6. This revi-sion loop may be repeated as often as desired.

Figure 4: The sentence after revision3 Application to MachineTranslation3.1 Generation as \MT Without aSource Text"Transfer-based machine translation systems tendto be \source structure bound", when the targetstructure is based too closely on the source struc-ture. Interlingua-based machine translation sys-tems tend to be \target structure bound", whenthe target structure is based on canonical orderingwhich fails to express the functional sentence per-spective of the source text. Instead, a functionalapproach to machine translation treats structureas only a syntagmatic realization of paradigmaticchoices in source and target functional systems.3



Figure 5: The Theme menuA functional, but non-interactive, machinetranslation system would tend to be \source sys-tem bound", because the only available informa-tion comes from an analysis of the source text.This can reveal the choices made in the functionalsystems of the source language, but cannot decideall the choices to be made in the functional sys-tems of the target language.This experimental interface shows an approachto generating target sentences entirely without asource text, by directly navigating the functionalsystems of the target language. Because the gen-eration of the target sentence is driven entirely bythe target grammar, there is no interference fromthe source structure. The results are still \targetsystem bound", because the user can only makechoices which are available in the systems of thegiven grammar network. Compare the canned textapproach of [Somers et al 90].To use this approach in machine translationwith a source text, an analysis of the source textwould be used to make preselections for the tar-get language grammar network traversal. This de-pends on being able to establish correspondencesbetween the results of the analysis and the targetfunctional systems, which would be easier if theanalysis was itself functional. But even a formal orsemantic analysis could be used to make some pre-selections. Other functional choices in the targetlanguage would still be made by the user, wherethe necessary information is not in the source textat all.3.2 Revision as \Knowledge-BasedPost-Editing"Most machine translation systems rely on post-editing by a target language expert. Post-editingis normally done with an ordinary word proces-sor, which allows the post-editor to make totallyuncontrolled changes, and gives no linguistic as-sistance to the task.For example, in English, changing a noun fromsingular to plural may also require a change in
Figure 6: The sentence after further revisionthe determiner, a change in verb agreement, andchanges in subsequent pronouns. The post-editormust have su�cient target language knowledge todo all this correctly, as well as the subject domainknowledge that there are more than one of thethings referred to by the noun.The functional, menu-based revision of an ex-isiting sentence, described above, suggests a newapproach towards post-editing. Instead of chang-ing the surface forms of the words, the post-editor can change the functional choices in thetarget language systems. Compare the interac-tive pre-editing approach of Ntran, described in[Wood & Chandler 88].The knowledge of the target language functionalsystems (and their internal relationships) is builtinto the systemic grammar network. The knowl-4



edge of target language structures (and their re-lationships to the functional systems) is built intothe realization rules.4 ConclusionAll this knowledge can be held in the machine,so the human user should no longer need to be atarget language grammar expert. This approachseems to o�er a good solution to some prob-lems, for example automatic subject-verb agree-ment when the subject is changed in post-editing.The hard part is how to help the monolingualuser to understand those functional distinctionswhich are not made in the user's language. Forthis problem, work in foreign language teachingand computer-assisted language learning is rele-vant. In the case of English, the TEFL work ofsystemic linguists is of particular value.AcknowledgementsThis work was done as a visiting researcher at theUniversity of Manchester Institute of Science andTechnology. I wish to thank Mr Mikio Ohsaki andMr Shigeki Kuga of Sharp Corporation, and ProfJuan Sager and Prof Jun-ichi Tsujii of UMIST, forgiving me this opportunity.References[Tsujii 86] Jun-ichi Tsujii: Future directions ofmachine translation. Proceedings of COLING86 (1986).[Fawcett 88] Robin Fawcett: A systemic semanticmini-grammar for operators and auxiliaries inEnglish. pp. 42-48 in Zock & Sabah: Advancesin Natural Language Generation, Volume 2(1988).[Wood & Chandler 88] Mary McGee Wood &Brian Chandler: Machine translation formonolinguals. Proceedings of COLING 88(1988).[Somers et al 90] Harold Somers, Jun-ichi Tsujii& Danny Jones: Machine translation with-out a source text. Proceedings of COLING 90(1990). 5


